FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

**SWEP actively contributes to decrease carbon footprint**

*Landskrona, Sweden, January 1st, 2020 –* At SWEP, we believe our future rests on giving more energy than we take – from our planet and our people. That’s why we pour our energy into leading the conversion to sustainable energy usage in heat transfer. Over three decades, the SWEP brand has become synonymous with challenging efficiency.

It is not just our products that contribute to a sustainable society. Our daily international business operations and working practices also contribute. With sustainable practices in mind, SWEP has been taking steps to decrease our carbon footprint and have now successfully been certified as a CO2 Assessed organization by the Carbon Footprint Standard.

SWEP’s Environmental Sustainability Coordinator Ľuboslava Drozdová comments: “We are extremely pleased to be certified by the Carbon Footprint Standard as a CO2 Assessed organization. Assessing and tracking our emissions plays an active role in decreasing our carbon footprint and we do this by working on establishment of new environmental sustainability KPI’s in Freight activities and Electricity consumption throughout the business. With this step we will continue our Carbon Management Journey and strive to reduce our emissions even further and become a CO2 Reduced Organization in the future.”

*Please visit SWEP at Booth # 5743 during the AHR Orlando Expo being held Feb. 3rd-5th at the Orange County Convention Center to check out our full range of brazed plate heat exchangers (BPHEs) for HVAC, Refrigeration, Industrial, and District Energy applications.*
The Carbon Footprint Standard is an internationally recognized standard for demonstrating low carbon credentials. SWEP is proud to be a CO2 Assessed organization.

About SWEP – Challenge efficiency
At SWEP, we believe our future rests on giving more energy than we take – from our planet and our people. That’s why we pour our energy into leading the conversion to sustainable energy usage in heat transfer. Over three decades, the SWEP brand has become synonymous with challenging efficiency.

SWEP is a world-leading supplier of brazed plate heat exchangers for HVAC and industrial applications. With over 1,000 dedicated employees, carefully selected business partners, global presence with production, sales and heartfelt service, we bring a level of expertise and customer intimacy that’s redefining competitive edge for a more sustainable future. SWEP is part of Dover Corporation, a multi-billion-dollar, diversified manufacturer of a wide range of proprietary products and components for industrial and commercial use.
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